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Abstract
Actin-based cell motility and force generation are central to immune response, tissue development, and cancer metastasis,
and understanding actin cytoskeleton regulation is a major goal of cell biologists. Cell spreading is a commonly used model
system for motility experiments – spreading fibroblasts exhibit stereotypic, spatially-isotropic edge dynamics during a
reproducible sequence of functional phases: 1) During early spreading, cells form initial contacts with the surface. 2) The
middle spreading phase exhibits rapidly increasing attachment area. 3) Late spreading is characterized by periodic
contractions and stable adhesions formation. While differences in cytoskeletal regulation between phases are known, a
global analysis of the spatial and temporal coordination of motility and force generation is missing. Implementing improved
algorithms for analyzing edge dynamics over the entire cell periphery, we observed that a single domain of homogeneous
cytoskeletal dynamics dominated each of the three phases of spreading. These domains exhibited a unique combination of
biophysical and biochemical parameters – a motility module. Biophysical characterization of the motility modules revealed
that the early phase was dominated by periodic, rapid membrane blebbing; the middle phase exhibited continuous
protrusion with very low traction force generation; and the late phase was characterized by global periodic contractions and
high force generation. Biochemically, each motility module exhibited a different distribution of the actin-related protein
VASP, while inhibition of actin polymerization revealed different dependencies on barbed-end polymerization. In addition,
our whole-cell analysis revealed that many cells exhibited heterogeneous combinations of motility modules in neighboring
regions of the cell edge. Together, these observations support a model of motility in which regions of the cell edge exhibit
one of a limited number of motility modules that, together, determine the overall motility function. Our data and algorithms
are publicly available to encourage further exploration.
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since there are a limited number of motility modules, would also
explain the observation that there is a limited number of steadystate cell morphologies [15]. Even if there exist only a small
number of motility modules, by combining different motility
modules the cell could achieve a larger number of functions, e.g.,
combining protrusive motility modules on one side of the cell with
retraction on the other gives rise to migration. This concept can
simplify biophysical modeling of cell motility by viewing the
process as a sum of currently active motility modules.
Fibroblast motility is experimentally greatly simplified during
cell spreading assays. A major difficulty in understanding the
biophysical and biochemical bases of fibroblast motility stems from
the wide variety of motility these cells can display at a given time.
During the process of migration alone, fibroblasts exhibit
lamellipodial protrusion and retraction, filopodial protrusion and
retraction, bleb protrusion and retraction, trailing edge retraction,
ruffling, and quiescence. We propose that each of these
organizations of the cytoskeleton represents a single motility

Introduction
Acto-myosin-based cell motility plays a central role in diverse
cellular processes such as immune response [1,2], wound healing
[3], development [4–6], and cancer metastasis [7,8]. While
cytoskeletal motility depends on cellular context, the essential
cytoskeletal proteins are conserved across eukaryotes [9]. This
similarity may explain why similar motility phenotypes such as
blebbing (membrane protrusion following dissociation with the
cytoskeleton), ruffling, filopodia (long, thin actin bundles), and
lamellipodia (broad, thin membrane extensions) are observed
across a broad range of cells such as mouse fibroblasts, endothelial
cells, T-cells, neuronal cells, mammalian and amphibian epithelial
cells, and drosophila wing-disk cells [10–14]. We conjectured that
these similarities in phenotype arise from a limited number of
stable, biochemical and biophysical states of the cytoskeleton, or
motility modules. Coordinated up and down-regulation of particular
motility modules could give rise to functional states of the cell, and,
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module and that the precise spatial and temporal organization of
these various motility modules will lead to a particular cell
function, be it chemotactic migration, phagocytosis, or postmitotic spreading. However, measuring biophysical and biochemical parameters in the heterogeneous situation of cell migration is a
difficult task.
Happily, it has long been understood that ‘‘the spreading of
cultured cells on the substratum may be regarded as a prototype of a
major group of morphogenetic processes by which cells acquire
non-spherical shapes and become attached to extracellular
matrices,’’ [16] and that cell spreading is a simple, physiologicallyrelevant method for isolating cytoskeletal behavior from the myriad
of other cellular processes. Cell spread area as a function of time is
well described by a sigmoid curve [17], and the spread area is a
widely used statistic for establishing the role a particular molecule or
disease state plays in cytoskeletal regulation [18–22]. Detailed light
and electron microscope analyses have revealed that each temporal
domain of the sigmoid corresponds to a distinct phase of spreading
[23,24], where the early phase (P0) consists of initial contact
formation, the middle phase (P1) consists of fast contact area
increase, and the final phase (P2) consists of slower protrusion and
eventual polarization. Our previous quantitative analyses showed
that limited sections of the cell periphery undergo an abrupt change
in edge kinematics between the middle and late phases of cell
spreading [25]. In addition, we previously found that membrane
movement was highly uniform over the entire periphery of
isotropically spreading cells [26] in the middle, fast phase of spreading.
Thus, cell spreading provides an experimental system in which the
normally heterogeneous cytoskeleton can be modeled by a
reproducible temporal progression of functional phases, that are,
at least in middle spreading, spatially homogenous. We propose that
each phase of spreading represents a distinct cell-function and will
exhibit a specific combination of motility modules.
To test this hypothesis, accurate tools for identifying motility
modules over the entire cell periphery during spreading are
required. One such tool, used to display and quantify edge
dynamics during cell spreading, is the edge velocity map [26], a twodimensional analog of the kymograph. The velocity map is a plot
of normal velocity as a function of arc-length and time (normal
velocity is defined as the speed of edge movement in the direction
normal to the edge). Velocity maps have been used to evaluate the
kinematics of cell motility over a variety of cell types and
conditions [10,12,14,25–28]. Interestingly, the dynamics of the
filopodial-rich neuronal growth cone [29] were recently found to
exhibit an exponential dependence similar to that of filopodialdominated, anisotropic spreading fibroblasts [26], underscoring that
quantitative image analysis in motility studies can allow us to
compare motility modules across cells and even between different
cell-types. Anisotropic spreading cells do not, however, exhibit
distinct phases of homogenous motility [30], more closely
resembling filopodial dominated migration.
Here we present kinematic, molecular, and pharmacological
characterizations of the phases of isotropic cell spreading and
describe the fundamental motility modules found within these
phases: blebbing protrusion and retraction in the early spreading
phase, continuous protrusion in the middle phase, and a
combination of periodic contraction, continuous protrusion, and
quiescence in the late spreading phase. Each motility module is
correlated with a unique combination of cell edge dynamics,
localization of the cytoskeletal protein VASP, traction-force
generation, and response to inhibition of actin polymerization by
cytochalasin D. We propose that regulatory pathways give rise to
particular combinations of local motility modules, resulting in a
global functional phase of the cell.
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Results
Image Acquisition and Velocity Calculation
We acquired time-lapse micrographs of isotropic spreading cells
with both bright field illumination (BF, Fig. 1A) and total internal
reflection fluorescence (TIRF, Fig. 1B) using a 206 objective
(Movie S1). By exciting only fluorophores within 100 nm of the
substrate [31], TIRF revealed membrane dynamics at the earliest
spreading times that the cell body usually occludes in bright field
imaging (Fig. 1C). Using our Cell Motility Analysis Package
(CellMAP, http://cellmap.sourceforge.net/), we calculated the
membrane edge position as a function of arc-length and time
(Fig. 1D) for each image in the TIRF sequence (Fig. 1E). We then
calculated the normal velocity of the cell edge as a function of arclength and time (Fig. 1F, Movie S2) and performed correlation
analyses on the velocity functions. (See materials and methods for
details of quantitative analyses.)

Kinematic Signatures of Spreading Phases
We previously observed that isotropic cell spreading can be
divided into three phases based on the rate of contact area
increase: early spreading (P0), middle spreading (P1), and late
spreading (P2) [25]. We hypothesized that each phase represents
local cytoskeletal changes (e.g., different motility modules were
exhibited) in response to regulatory signals [32]. Fitting the
logarithm of cell area vs. time to a piecewise, linear function
(Fig 2A), we identified each phase and analyzed edge kinematics in
each phase using CellMAP (Fig. 2B–D).
From the velocity maps, we observed that P0 exhibited a regular
pattern of small, fast edge protrusions immediately followed by
retraction (Fig. 2B), with velocities ranging from 25 mm/min to
20 mm/min. P1, as previously reported [26], was characterized by
a uniform and isotropic protrusion of the cell edge (Fig. 2C). Our
high temporal resolution (2 seconds between frames) also revealed
a 10–15 mm wide, sharply defined region of alternating protrusion
and quiescence running through P1 in about 50% of isotropic
spreading cells. P2, the late spreading phase (Fig. 2D), exhibited
even more variation in edge movements, with many regions of
persistent overall protrusion (red regions) mixed with regions of
quiescence (green regions) and large retractions (blue regions), with
velocities, ranging from 22 to 4 mm/min. While we had
previously reported and extensively characterized myosin II
dependent periodic lamellipodial contractions in P2 [10,33], the
current analysis represents the first velocity map of an entire cell in
P2 in with temporal resolution great enough to resolve periodic
contractions. This whole cell analysis reveals that, even in very
isotropic cells, periodic contractions coexist with regions of
quiescence and even large scale retraction. The membrane
retractions resulting from periodic contractions were at or below
the limit of resolution of the light microscope and were observed as
periodic decreases in the speed of protrusion, different from the
other, large scale retractions observed. We hoped, however, that
the appropriate quantitative analysis would nevertheless reveal the
periodicity in P2 and enable comparison of periodic behavior
between P0 and P2.
In order to quantify spatiotemporal periodicities in edge
velocity, we calculated a ‘two-point’ auto-correlation function,
c(Dt,Ds) for the velocity of the edge over space and time. To
illustrate, a plot of c for simulated data is shown (Fig. 3).
Essentially, c shows the average pattern of velocity exhibited in a
velocity plot. Thus, average spatial and temporal extent of edge
activity as well as the spatial and temporal spacing between regions
of activity are revealed in the correlation plots, and can quantify
patterns of cell edge movement.
2
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Figure 1. The velocity map encapsulates the kinematics of cell spreading. (A) Bright field sequence of a mouse embryonic fibroblast
spreading on a fibronectin coated cover glass (also see Movie S1). Each image is 62 mm high and there is 1 minute between each frame. (B) Same as A
except with total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) illumination. TIRF reveals only the regions of the cell in closest contact with the surface,
allowing for the visualization of edge dynamics at the earliest times. (C) Merge of bright field (red) and TIRF (green) sequences. The cell edge in bright
field exactly matches the cell edge in TIRF. (D) Example of Gaussian mixture modeling and expectation-maximization method for image segmentation
of a TIRF image (left). A mixture of two Gaussian distributions is used to fit the pixel intensity histogram (middle), where one Gaussian models
background pixels and one models pixels corresponding to our fluorescent signal. A threshold is determined by tuning the relative probability that a
given pixel intensity belongs to the background or signal distributions (right). The only free parameter in this calculation, performed by a convergent
expectation-maximization algorithm, is a, the tightness factor. Two different values of a result in two different values for the threshold, h1 and h2. (E)
Segmentation of the sequence of TIRF images in B for constant a. (F) Projection of the contour sequence into time gives a surface representing edge
position as a function of arc-length and time (left). The velocity normal to this surface is then calculated for each point on the surface and encoded by
color (middle, also see Movie S2) Finally, by cutting the velocity surface in the time-direction, flattening it, and plotting velocity versus arc-length and
time (right), we can observe the spreading velocity of the entire cell edge as it spreads. In order to easily compare the TIRF sequence to the velocity
maps, see Movie S2. The cut in the velocity surface occurs at the point corresponding to the right-most point of the cell in the corresponding TIRF
image. The positive arc-length direction on the velocity-map corresponds to moving clock-wise around the cell edge in the micrograph. The cell
analyzed in this figure corresponds to cell 646 in the database.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.g001

that activity propagates along the edge with a velocity of
,0.63 mm/s, consistent with observations in several other cell
types [14]. The high positive correlation of P1 in both space and
time (Fig. 4B) shows the continuous nature of edge movement in this
phase [26], in contrast to the correlation plot for P2 (Fig. 4C). For
analysis of P2, we chose a cell whose edge motility was most
dominated by periodic contractions, in order to limit our
measurements to the periodic contraction motility module and
not include regions exhibiting other modules (e.g., quiescence or
ruffling). For the periodic contractions motility module, we observed

Plotting c for P0 (Fig. 4A) revealed several features of interest in
the velocity plots of the phases of cell spreading. For P0 (Fig. 4A), the
average extent of an event was ,12 seconds in duration (twice the
characteristic width of the peak at the origin of c along the t axis) by
,6 mm in width (twice the characteristic width of the peak at the
origin along the s axis). We also found a clear periodicity between
protrusion and retractions as seen by repeated peaks and troughs in
c, both on the s = 0 axis as well as off-axis. Periodicity in c along the t
axis reveals a period of ,25 seconds for cycles of edge activity at a
given position on the cell. The diagonal, off-axis lines in c indicate
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 2. Each spreading phase exhibits a unique combination of motility modules. (A) The time domains of different phases are
determined by the best fit of a 3-regime, piecewise function to the logarithm of the area curve (left). These domains are then used to divide the
velocity map into different regions (middle). The three phases have distinct normal velocity distributions (right). (B) Phase 0 spreading. Sequence of
TIRF images (left) with an interval of 6 seconds. Velocity map (middle). Velocity histogram (right). (C) Phase 1 spreading. Sequence of TIRF images
(left) with an interval of 14 seconds. Velocity map (middle) shows continuous protrusion with a line of alternating protrusion and quiescence in a
narrow region. Velocity histogram (right). (D) Phase 2 spreading. Sequence of TIRF images (left) with an interval of 14 seconds. Velocity map (middle).
Velocity histogram (right). Scale bars represent 10 mm. The cell analyzed corresponds to ID 646 in the database.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.g002

a temporal extent of ,15 s., temporal oscillations with a period of
,18 s, and lateral propagation of ,1.5 mm/s. While these
measurements represent average behavior over the entire cell, they
are similar to the previous measurements of periodic contractions
made in spatially limited regions of the lamellipodium of P2
spreading and migrating cells [10,25]. In addition, our global

PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

analysis reveals that periodic contractions exhibited a spatial
correlation of up to ,30 mm, while previous studies were limited
to analyzing smaller (less than 16 mm) segments of the cell edge [33].
Intrigued by these similarities in period and lateral propagation
between P2 and P0, we wondered if they reflected similarities in the
underlying cytoskeletal organization in these two phases.

4
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Figure 3. Correlation Plot of Synthetic Data. (A) Synthetic frames mimic the movements of the real cell edge as observed in TIRF. (B) Velocity
map of the synthetic data and (C) histogram of measured velocities. (D) Correlation analysis reveals the spatial and temporal extent of regions of
motile activity as well as the spatial and temporal spacing between regions of activity.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.g003

bleb formation was inhibited in all cells (n = 125 cells). As in
Dictyostelium, when blebbing was blocked, P0 was dominated by
filopodial motility [40]. Incubation with 20 mM of the myosin light
chain kinase (MLCK) inhibitor ML-7 did not inhibit bleb formation
(n = 30 cells), adding further evidence that the blebbing motility
module in P0 is not apoptotic blebbing [41]. This result suggests that
the action of MLCK and Rho-kinase may be spatially segregated in
early spreading as they are in fully spread cells [42]. We conclude that
in P0, cells exhibit a single protrusive motility module, either nonapoptotic blebbing or filopodium, but not both. Furthermore, while
filopodia in P0 are normally associated with anisotropic spreading
cells that lack P1 spreading [26], suppressing the blebbing motility
module and inducing the filopodia motility module via Rho-kinase
inhibition did not inhibit subsequent isotropic P1 spreading. This
evidence suggests a regulatory logic in which at least some of the

P0 motility modules: non-apoptotic blebbing or filopodia
In most cases, membrane movements in P0 could not be observed
in bright-field because the cell body occluded the region of surface
contact; however, in cases where the cell body was not directly above
the site of initial contact, movements in the bright-field images were
observed. These movements correlated to those observed in the
velocity map and appeared to be extending and retracting membrane
blebs (Fig. 5, Movie S3). While blebbing is sometimes a sign of
apoptosis, it has also been reported in the early phase of cell spreading
[24], mitosis [34], and migration [35]. One mechanism for bleb
formation depends upon myosin light chain phosphorylation [36], a
mechanism blocked by Rho-kinase inhibitors [37–39]. To test if the
blebbing we observed in P0 was governed by the same mechanism,
we incubated the cells with 20 mM of the Rho-kinase inhibitor Y27632 for 30 minutes prior to spreading. Under these conditions,
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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coated with fibronectin (Movie S4). While cells spread more slowly
on these pillars, they exhibited the typical isotropic spreading
sequence of slow, early adhesion (P0), fast spreading (P1), and late,
slower spreading (P2). By measuring the distance pillars were bent
(Fig. 6A) we could calculate the total force applied by the cell on
the substrate (Fig. 6B). In P0, we observed transient, small
displacements of the pillars, indicating that short-lived forces were
applied on the substrate in P0 (Movie S4, 0–8 minutes). However,
distortion of the pillar images by the cell body prevented precise
measurement of forces during P0. Following flattening of the cell
body during P1, accurate measurements can be made, and a total
force of 100 nN was measured as the cell increased its contact area
to 800 mm2. The onset of P2 was demarcated by a 5-fold increase
in the force exerted on the pillars. Over the next 15 minutes, the
force decreased by 40% to a steady state value of about 600 nN.
These forces are higher than those reported previously [27]
because of higher pillar rigidity [43]. As in P0, transient
displacements of individual pillars were observed in P2.
These measurements provide the first quantification of the time
course of force generation during cell spreading and support the
view that each phase of spreading represents a distinct mechanical
state of the cell, with overall forces increasing as the cell spreads.
While the total magnitude of force applied by the cell in P2 is
much larger than in P0, this could reflect either differences in
forces applied by a given edge motility module or differences in the
ability of the cell, possibly due to reorganization of the cortical
cytoskeleton, to transmit and maintain larger traction forces from
one side of the cell to the other. In either case, we hypothesize that
the oscillatory movement of pillars at the cell edge in both P0 and
P2 correlate with the oscillatory edge movements of blebbing and
periodic contractions, respectively, suggesting that these two
motility modules are functionally similar in their ability to apply
periodic, transient force on the substrate. While the precise role of
this type of behavior in motility is not well understood, the
occurrence of this behavior in both P0 and P2 suggests that it is not
accidental and may play an important role, for instance in probing
either substrate rigidity or strength of ligand/receptor interactions,
or possibly a combination of both.

Figure 4. Auto-correlation functions reveal different characteristic lengths and periods in each phase. Two-point correlation
function, c(Dt,Ds) applied to velocity maps reveal patterns of membrane
movement for P0 (A), P1 (B) and P2 (C). Correlation density maps reveal
overall patterns (left column) while plots of the Dt = 0 or Ds = 0 sections
(right column) illustrate temporal and spatial features alone. The width
of the first peak in c around the origin gives the average feature size in
time and arc-length for each phase. The distance to the first maximum
in the time axis gives the average temporal periodicity of the velocity
plot. The distance to the first maximum in the space axis gives the
average periodicity in space. Diagonals in the correlation plots reveal
lateral propagation of active regions, evident in P0 and P2. Arc-length in
P1 is expressed with respect to the maximum arc-length, S, because S(t)
is changing rapidly in this phase. Database ID for (A) and (B) is 646, (C)
corresponds to ID 625.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.g004

VASP localization provides a unique biochemical
signature for each motility module
Having observed kinematic, mechanical, and pharmacological
differences between the different spreading motility modules, we
next sought to find a molecular signature that might serve to
distinguish motility modules in fluorescence observation. VASP
(NCBI NP_033525), a protein that binds both f-actin and
adhesion proteins, is known to stimulate actin polymerization
[44,45] and is localized to the distal tip of the membrane in
lamellipodia [46]. During P2 periodic contractions, VASP also
localizes to rows of adhesions at the back of the lamellipodium
following each contraction [10]. Thus, we hypothesized that the
organization of VASP would indicate biophysical and biochemical
differences between different motility modules.
Cells transiently transfected with VASP-GFP revealed that
VASP was not enriched at the tip of the protruding edge in the
blebbing motility module (Fig. 7A, Movie S5), suggesting that
VASP-dependent actin polymerization was not directly involved in
membrane extension during blebbing. However, both during and
after bleb protrusion, an increase in VASP-GFP concentration was
observed at the base of each bleb, suggesting that bleb extension
and retraction increases local substrate adhesion.
In P1, VASP enrichment was not observed at the membrane
edge of regions of the cell exhibiting the continuous protrusion
motility module when viewed with our shallow-penetration depth

elements regulating the transition from P0 to P1 are ‘up-stream’ of
molecules like Rho-kinase that have a direct effect on the motility
module expressed by the cell.
Finally, these results show clear differences in motility modules
observed between P0 and P2, in spite of similarities in their edge
dynamics. First, the periodic contraction motility module is
associated with lamellipodial protrusion (Movie S1), not blebbing.
Furthermore, periodic contractions are known to be strongly
inhibited by ML-7 treatment [10], whereas we found the nonapoptotic blebbing motility module to be insensitive to ML-7.
However, we remained curious as to whether the periodicity
shared by these two motility modules reflected a functional
similarity, a hypothesis we sought to test by measuring the traction
forces applied to the substrate during spreading.

Traction Forces Differ By Phase
In order to observe forces applied to the substrate during cell
spreading, we placed cells on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pillars
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 5. P0 is dominated by periodic blebbing motility module. (A) Bright field (left), TIRF (middle) and merge (right) images of a cell
exhibiting blebbing motility (arrow indicates a region of blebbing) during P0 (also see Movie S3). Scale bar is 10 mm. (B) Velocity map of the same cell
where the dashed lines indicates the time points represented by the images in (A). The blebs observed in bright field correspond to the regions of
patches of protrusion in the velocity map. Cell database ID = 643.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.g005

we can differentiate between motility modules by simply observing
the static distribution of VASP at the cell edge, dispensing with the
need for rapid time-lapse observation. Similarities in VASP
adhesion formation during periodic protrusion and retraction in
both periodic blebbing and periodic contractions of the lamellipodium further suggested a common function of adhesion formation
between these two motility modules, and the transient force
generation observed in both modules (see previous section) may
stimulate the formation of such adhesions [47]. Inversely, during
continuous protrusion, lack of force generation correlates with a lack
of VASP adhesion formation, consistent with this mechanism for
adhesion formation during spreading.
In addition, we saw that while continuous spreading dominated
P1, this motility module was also observed in more limited regions
during P2. Furthermore, P2 not only exhibited a mixture of periodic
contractions and continuous lamellipodial extension, but also
quiescence and large retractions in the form of membrane ruffles
(Fig. 7C, Movie S5). These observations were consistent with the
combination of different types of edge movement observed in P2
(Fig. 2D), and supported the hypothesis that cells utilize a mixture of
motility modules in order to achieve a particular global function
(e.g., durotaxis, chemotaxis, phagocytosis).

TIRF microscope setup (data not shown). However, observation in
epiflourescence revealed that VASP was localized at the tips of the
continuous protrusion motility module, though no lasting VASP
adhesion sites formed (Fig. 7B). These two observations lead to the
hypothesis that VASP is concentrated on the ventral surface of the
continuously protruding cell edge, in contrast to VASP localization
during periodic contractions.
In P2 regions exhibiting periodic contractions, VASP was
deposited in adhesions near the cell edge (Fig. 7C, left), consistent
with previous observations [10]. However, when we observed a
transition from periodic contractions to continuously protruding
membrane, we observed VASP distribution similar to that
observed during continuous protrusion in P1 (Fig. 7C, right,
Movie S6).
These results confirmed our postulate that VASP distribution was
different in each of the spreading motility modules, suggesting that

Cytochalasin D affects motility modules differently
To explore the polymerization complexes involved in the
different phases of cell spreading, we treated cells with the actin
barbed-end binding toxin, cytochalasin D (CD), over a range of
concentrations (0 nM, 30 nM, 60 nM, 100 nM, and 200 nM) for
30 minutes prior to spreading, and analyzed 11, 10, 12, 5, and 8
spreading cells over two trials for each condition, respectively. We
generated edge velocity maps for these cells and selected the
isotropic spreading cells from the total population for further study
(Fig. 8A, Dataset S1&S2). Transitions between phases, defined by
changes in the rate of area change (see above), were distinguishable at up to 100 nM of CD, although increased CD
concentration disrupted the spatiotemporal organization of
motility modules and decreased the final spread area of cells.
These results indicated that the mechanism of transition between
phases was relatively insensitive to barbed end inhibition by CD,
similar to the above finding that altering the motility module of P0
with Rho kinase inhibitor did not affect the P0-P1 transition.

Figure 6. Distinct phases of force generation during spreading.
(A) A time-sequence of vector fields shows the direction and magnitude
of bending of fibronectin-coated PDMS pillars as a cell exerts force on
the substrate during spreading (also see Movie S4). (B) The total applied
traction force was calculated for each frame and plotted as a function of
time. The sharp increase in traction force at 20 minutes corresponds to
the onset of P2, which is followed by a gradual relaxation of force.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.g006
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Figure 7. VASP localization distinguishes motility modules. (A) Bright field (top) and TIRF (bottom) time sequence of VASP-GFP transfected
cells (see movie S5) reveals that the VASP is not enriched at the tips of P0 blebs during protrusion, instead localizing in adhesions that form at the
back of the bleb during bleb protrusion and continuing during bleb retraction. 30 seconds between each frame. (B) During P1, epifluorescence
reveals that VASP is concentrated at the leading edge of continuous protrusion, as indicated by a line plot of intensity. The dashed line indicates the
region over which the line plot was taken. (C) When the cell enters P2 (also see Movie S6), periodic contractions can occur, with VASP at the tip of the
protrusion as well as in rows of adhesions (left, arrow). However, the edge can switch back to a continuous protrusion (C, right), at which point VASP
is again localized only at the tip of the protruding region (arrowhead), identical to continuous protrusion in P1. Scale bars represent 10 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.g007

increased, the probability of a given part of the cell being
quiescent (p1) increased. There was an abrupt shift at 60 nM CD
(Fig. 8C,F), and we hypothesize that at this concentration of CD a
pool of excess barbed-ends was finally eliminated by CD barbedend capping. Furthermore, this analysis as well as direct
observation of velocity maps show that a given part of the cell
exhibited either the continuous protrusion motility module or
quiescence supported our hypothesis that each motility module
represents a stable and discrete state of cytoskeleton organization,
as opposed to a continuum of intermediary states.
To further quantify the disruption of the organization of
motility modules by CD, we applied correlation analyses. Analysis
of P0 (Fig. 8B) revealed the least disruption of spatiotemporal
patterning–the blebbing motility module was essentially unchanged by increasing concentrations of CD (Fig. 8G). P1 motility,
however, underwent a substantial shift in organization; while cells
continued to exhibit highly correlated spatial regions of persistent
activity, correlation maps revealed cells that exhibited multiple
isolated spatial domains of high correlation (Fig. 8H, left, middle).
In general, the spatial extent of correlation decreased as CD was
added (Fig. 8H, right). These results indicated that while the
biochemical and biophysical conditions in the cell during P1 were
favorable for continuous protrusion, the presence of CD decreased
the probability for continuous protrusion of the cytoskeleton in a
given local region of the cell due to a decrease in the barbed-end
availability.
This data provided a general kinematic fingerprint for the
periodic blebbing and continuous protrusion motility modules
while showing that each motility module exhibited a different
dependence to barbed-end availability. Periodic blebbing exhibited a small, high velocity population (high m3, low p3) combined
with a lower velocity CD sensitive population (m2) and quiescent
regions (m1) while the periodicity of blebbing was insensitive to CD.
The high velocity populations (m2 and m3) in P1 were more
sensitive to CD and showed a marked increase in quiescence at
60 nM CD (p1). This data, combined with the observation of
domains of continuous protrusion, indicated that continuous

To quantify the effect of CD on different motility modules, we
analyzed the distributions of velocities from all cells at a given CD
concentration in a specific phase (Fig. 8B–D). Each distribution
was fit to a Gaussian mixture model, a linear combination of
several Gaussian components, each specified by three parameters;
mn (mean of the nth component), sn (standard deviation of the nth
component), and pn (relative weight of the nth component).
Because we had observed that each phase of spreading exhibited a
distinct, roughly Gaussian velocity distribution (Fig. 2), we
hypothesized that each component of the mixture model would
represent a particular underlying motility module-quiescence, bleb
protrusion, bleb retraction, or continuous extension - and m, s,
and p characterized the edge kinematics of each mechanism.
We used a three-component mixture model to describe P0,
reflecting that this spreading phase was comprised of a
combination of barbed end independent motility (blebbing), a
barbed end dependent motility, and quiescence. The high-velocity
Gaussian component (n = 3) corresponded to the high-velocity
bleb protrusion events, and the speed of these protrusions changed
by a relatively small amount across the range of CD treatments,
from 10 mm/min to 8 mm/min (Fig. 8B&E). The low-velocity
Gaussian component in P0 (n = 2) revealed a population of
protrusion events with a velocity distribution centered at 4 mm/
min under control conditions that shifted to 1 mm/min at 100 nM
CD. The final Gaussian component represented the quiescent
regions of the cell whose velocity remained unchanged with CD
treatment (n = 1).
We also used three-component Gaussian mixture model for the
velocities in P1. One component (n = 1) modeled the quiescent
regions of the cell for each treatment, with the exception of control
cells where there were few quiescent regions in P1. The other two
Gaussian components (n = 2 & n = 3) modeled the distribution of
velocities in continuously protruding regions of the cell. The mean
velocities of both components of the continuous protrusion
motility module decreased at higher CD concentrations, although
the most dramatic decrease was in the fraction of the edge
exhibiting these high velocities. Indeed, as CD treatment
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 8. Motility modules depend differently on barbed-end availability. (A) Velocity maps of representative isotropic cells plated
following 30 minute incubation with the indicated concentration of CD reveal that motility in P2 is most readily disrupted, followed by P1, with P0
blebbing motility being the least sensitive to CD. Cell ID in database, listed from low to high [CD]: 625, 649 641, 655, 612. (B–D) Velocity histograms
for all cells treated with the indicated concentration of CD for P0 (B) P1 (C) and P2 (D). Overlay of a three-component Gaussian mixture model
illustrates that different motility modules correspond to different combinations of peaks in the velocity distribution. The ith Gaussian component has
three parameters, mi, si, and pi, corresponding to the mean, standard deviation, and weight of that component, respectively. CD treatment, while
capable of changing the velocity of a particular type of motility (reflected in changes to m for the corresponding Gaussian component), also alters the
probability that a given section of the cell will be in that particular type of motility (reflected in changes to p). (E–F) Summary of the values of m and p
vs. [CD] for the three different Gaussian components in P0 (E) and P1 (F) reveal differences in the dependence on barbed ends for different types of
motility. While the velocity of continuous protrusion in P1 decreases with increasing CD (m1 in F, left panel), the fraction of the cell that exhibits
continuous protrusion (represented by the increasing p1 and decreasing p2 p3 in F, right panel) decreases as the quiescent fraction increases (p1). (G)
Correlation maps of P0 vs. [CD] show that CD does not disrupt the spatiotemporal organization of blebbing. Cell ID’s are same as in A. (H) 2-D (left)
and 1D (middle) correlation plots for a P1 for a cell treated with 60 nM CD exhibited multiple regions of high correlation (Cell ID 631). In general, the
extent of high correlation decreases with increasing [CD] (right), indicating that the extent of regions undergoing continuous protrusion is
decreasing.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.g008

we have begun the development of a set of kinematic (Fig. 1–5&9),
mechanical (Fig. 6) and molecular (Fig. 7,8) fingerprints for
different motility modules that, combined with an understanding
of the molecular machines that contribute to those motility
modules [33,38,55], will allow us to probe the molecular-level
function of a given perturbation based on our relatively low

protrusion and quiescence were discrete states, and that a
continuum of states between protrusion and quiescence does not
exist.

Motility after P2
During polarization and migration, the cell is biased to exhibit
net-protrusive motility modules in one region while motility
modules giving a net-retraction occurred in a diametrically
opposed region. In contrast, isotropic cell spreading is not a
polarized process. In high-resolution time-sequences of P2
fibroblasts (1 second between frames, 0.11 mm pixel size), regions
exhibiting periodic contractions were observed to move laterally at
an average rate of 0.38 mm/s and in some cases traveled around
the entire circumference of the cell, moving as far as 90–100 mm
(Fig. 9 A, B). However, as time progressed, the rate and coherence
of this propagation greatly decreased (Fig. 9 C). This suppression
of lateral propagation of edge activity could represent an
important step in the development of polarized motility in a
limited region, as was recently observed in formation of immune
synapse. In this case, the kinase PKCh was required for the
maintenance of polarity and migration in T-cells–in cells lacking
PKCh, the lateral propagation of activity was unchecked,
preventing cells from forming a stable cell front and moving in a
directed manner [48]. Suppression of propagation of motility
modules can would localize activity along the cell edge, and could
be a general mechanism of cell polarization, or phase 3 (P3) of
spreading.

Discussion
Isotropic cell spreading is a process during which a cell exhibits
a small number of motility modules in coordination with two sharp
transitions in global behavior (summarized in table 1). Detailed
characterization of the motility modules during spreading
(summarized in table 2) reveals that they are similar to those
observed during more general motile phenomena. For instance,
cells can exhibit membrane blebbing during mitosis [34],
development [49,50], and cancer cell movement [35,51]. Lamellipodial dominated motility very similar to P1 continuous spreading
has been observed in post-mitotic cell spreading [30] and
keratocyte migration [52], as well as in tumor-derived epithelial
cell lines exposed to epidermal growth factor, which undergo a two
minute long period of rapid actin polymerization [53]. Furthermore, we showed previously that periodic contractions similar to
P2 were present in migrating fibroblasts and endothelial cells, and
is one of the most fully understood motility modules in migrating
cells [10]. Thus, the quantitative characterization of spreading
motility modules can provide an important aid in comparing
mathematical models of motility [54] to experiment. In addition,
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Figure 9. Laterally propagating domains of periodic contractions. (A) After entering P2, some cells exhibit a lateral propagation of
regions exhibiting periodic contractions. This large-scale lateral
propagation is seen by correlation analysis (B) performed in the region
of the velocity map indicated by the dashed grey lines. After 8 minutes,
the speed of lateral propagation decreases (C). The suppression of
lateral propagation may be an important step in establishing
polarization.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.g009
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Table 1. Correspondence between spreading phases and motility modules.

Phase of Isotropic Spreading

P0

P1

P2

Motility Modules Observed

NPeriodic Blebs

NContinuous Protrusion

NProtrusion w/Periodic Contractions

NFilopodia

NQuiescence

NContinuous Protrusion

NQuiescence

NRuffling
NFilopodia
NQuiescence

Each phase of isotropic spreading is associated with a limited number of motility modules. Here we summarize the different motility modules that we have observed in
each phase.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.t001

data reduction and abstraction would be highly advantageous for
statistical analyses of cytoskeletal behavior.
The hypothesis of discrete motility modules is consistent with
our proposed model of hierarchical motility regulation [32]. At the
lowest level of the hierarchy are actin and proteins that directly
modify actin dynamics (e.g., actin polymerization factors such as
VASP, myosin motors). Particular complexes of these molecules
give rise to stable states of actin dynamics, resulting in a stereotypic
kinematic signature of the cell edge. At the higher levels of the
hierarchy are molecules that lead to global organizational changes
such as those observed in transitions between spreading phases
and those factors that control the generation of traction forces.
Candidate molecules are the Rho family GTPases [56] or calcium
signals induced by integration of chemical or mechanical signals
[57], both of which exhibit abrupt changes in activity or
concentration in response to cell spreading and may be involved
in the global regulation of spreading phases. However, motility
modules can also be organized locally, as occurs during
polarization and migration when lamellipodial contractions and
ruffling are switched on only in the protruding regions of the cell.
Such modular regulation has been observed in the switching
between migrational modes in neurons [58,59], amoeba [40],
immune synapses [60], tumor cells [35,59,61], and Dictyostelium
[62]. That these many different cell types share many motility
modules in common suggests that these stable states of
cytoskeleton dynamics are relatively conserved, and that differences between cells is primarily achieved at the higher levels of the
regulatory hierarchy. In this paper, we have provided the
biophysical and biochemical characterization of motility modules
required to test this hypothesis.
Generation of traction forces on the substrate was shown
previously to be primarily dependent upon myosin II A and B
isoforms [27]. We find that relatively little force is generated
during phase 1, which is consistent with the slow rate of actin
retrograde flow [10,26] and the ability of cells to spread in this
mode with no requirement for further integrin binding [26]. The

resolution, high-throughput, quantitative spreading assay. Such an
approach could provide fast, highly interpretable functional
screens for chemical libraries, siRNA libraries [27], or tumor cells.
Spreading assays owe their interpretability to the homogenous
nature of motility during isotropic cell spreading. Sharp temporal
transitions occur between phases, and we have shown that this
transition is the result of a rapid shift in the combination of motility
modules exhibited. In P0, we observed that cells exhibit a
filopodial motility module or a blebbing motility module, but not
both, and that the phenotype was dependent on Rho-kinase
activity. A sharp transition from blebbing in P0 to the continuous
protrusion motility in P1 was observed, with very little overlap
between blebbing and continuous protrusion. However, in P1,
while many untreated cells contained small regions that did not
exhibit continuous protrusion, these regions had sharp boundaries
and did not alter the behavior of the continuous protrusion
proceeding on either side. Upon cytochalasin D treatment,
continuous protrusion in P1 decreased in edge protrusion speed
and regions of quiescence were formed. However, the boundary
between the regions of continuous protrusion and quiescence
regions were generally very sharp, with certain regions exhibiting
continuous protrusion while other regions remained quiescent. In
P2, we found that discrete regions of the cell exhibit protrusive
motility modules, and that these regions can maintain coherence
over long times and distances (Fig. 9). Protrusive motility in P2 can
consist of periodic contractions, continuous protrusion, and large
membrane ruffles, but each maintains the distinct molecular
identity of a motility module (Fig. 7). Together, these observations
support our hypothesis that each motility module represents a
dynamic state of the cytoskeleton that is stable over a range of
biochemical and biophysical conditions, but that when this range
is exceeded, a transition to a different motility module occurs. In
future work, the velocity map could be replaced by a module map, in
which velocity information in the velocity map would be replaced
simply by an indication of the motility module exhibited at that
particular location and time on the cell edge. This high level of
Table 2. Properties of Motility Modules.

Motility Module

Temporal Periodicity

Propagation Speed

Traction Force

VASP Localization

Inhibited by:

Healing Blebs

,25 seconds

,0.6 mm/s

Low

Adhesions at base of bleb

RhoK inhibitor

Continuous Protrusion

None

None

Low

Tip of protrusion

High Cytochalasin D

Protrusions
Periodic Contractions

,20 seconds

,1.5 mm/s

High

Tip and back of lamellipodium

Cytochalasin D, MLCK
inhibitors

Each motility module can be defined by a unique combination of biophysical, molecular, and pharmacological characteristics.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.t002
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rapid rise in force exposes a major change in cell state from phase
1 to phase 2. We postulate that this transition reflects a global
activation of myosin through a RhoA kinase pathway, although
further experimentation is required to differentiate such a
biochemical hypothesis from a more biophysical mechanism such
as a sudden increase in membrane tension as the cell spreads.
Additionally, based on our pharmacological perturbations, we
found intriguing difference between the Rho-kinase and MLCK
myosin II pathways in P0. However, none of these cells exhibited
an impaired ability to initiate P1; indeed, cells treated with
impaired or ablated myosin II activity were able to initiate P1 [33].
We propose that while myosin force generation in P0 plays a role
in promoting early adhesion formation (Fig. 7A) and could be of
functional importance under conditions where fluid flow shears the
cell, integrin signaling alone is sufficient to initiate P1.
The property of continuous protrusion during P1 represents an
experimental system that can be used to test biophysical models for
how actin generates edge protrusion (see Appendix S1). In general,
testing the predictions of models against in vivo experiments is
difficult because cells rarely undergo large scale, steady-state
protrusion. Therefore, most of the experimental constraints on
these models are based on in vitro data. However, during P1
continuous spreading, the actin cytoskeleton is in a spatially
homogenous protrusive steady-state. These protrusions are
independent of substrate adhesion [26,63], exhibit much less
traction force on the substrate, and are independent of myosin II
activity [33]. Thus, P1 continuous spreading represents a motility
module in which actin polymerization against the membrane is the
dominant motile event, making P1 spreading an ideal cell state on
which to test the predictions of mathematical models of
cytoskeletal protrusion.
While the study of the continuous protrusion motility module
can experimentally isolate actin mechanochemistry, the lateral
propagation of activity over a long-distance in both P0 blebbing
and P2 periodic contractions make these systems ideal for studying
the biophysical nature of these propagations. Theoretical models
have suggested that lateral propagation can be generally explained
by a combination of myosin motors and polymerizationstimulating membrane proteins aggregating in regions of convex
membrane curvature [64]. Our results suggest that this model
may not apply in the case of lateral propagation of blebbing
motility, since high concentrations of CD would likely disrupt
polymerization from a membrane bound protein but do not
disrupt the lateral propagation of blebbing in P0. Interestingly,
myosin II is required for normal function of both of these motility
modules, though blebbing motility depends on Rho kinase and
not the myosin light chain kinase that was previously shown to
disrupt periodic lamellipodial contractions [10]. At present
however, we do not understand the cause of lateral propagation
in P0 blebbing.
In a recent editorial on the state of systems biology, George
Church asks how the rest of biology can ‘‘reach the enviable
status of bioinformatics and crystallography?’’ and suggests that
sharing data is a crucial step towards achieving this goal [65]. All
data for the cells analyzed in this paper, along with their
corresponding two-dimensional velocity maps and the open
source software CellMAP, are available at http://cellmap.
sourceforge.net. In the spirit of projects such as the Open
Microscopy Project (http://www.openmicroscopy.org), we hope
that making our data and software freely available will provide a
model for a collaborative future in the field of cell motility and
guide the way to a systematic approach for storing and
distributing cell image data, such as already exists in the fields
of protein biophysics.
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Materials and Methods
Cell Culture and Sample Preparation
We utilized immortalized mouse embryonic fibroblast cells
grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 IU/ml of PenicillinStreptomycin, 2 mM of L-Glutamine, and 2 mM of HEPES.
Cultures were maintained at 37uC in a 5% CO2 incubator and
sub-cultured prior to reaching 70% confluence. Culture reagents
were purchased from Gibco-Invitrogen.
Spreading assays were performed as previously described [26].
Briefly, cells were grown to 70% confluence, trypsinized quickly
washed with soybean trypsin inhibitor, centrifuged, and resuspended
in phenol red and serum-free DMEM (Gibco-Invitrogen). Next, cells
were incubated for 20 minutes at 37uC, followed by a second
20 minute incubation with 5 mM calcein red-orange-AM (Molecular
Probes). Cells were then centrifuged and resuspended prior to plating.
Cover glasses were washed 2 h. in 20% nitric acid and then
silanized by exposure to gaseous 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexamethyldisilazane
(Sigma). We created a well on each cover glass using silicone
isolators (Grace Bio-Labs, Inc.) and coated the silanized cover glass
with 600 mL of a 10 mg/ml human plasma full-length pure
fibronectin (Sigma) solution for 1 hour at 37uC.
Cytochalasin D, Y-27632, and ML-7 were added to the cell
suspension prior to plating for the time and concentration
indicated. In all cases drug concentrations were maintained
throughout the experiment.

Microscopy
Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) and bright-field
time-lapse microscopy were performed as previously described [26].
Cells were imaged with a 206, 0.95NA water immersion objective
(Olympus) on an Olympus BX-51 upright microscope. A custom
stage was positioned above a stationary quartz dove prism (Edmund
Scientific). Index of refraction matching immersion oil was added to
the cover glass-prism interface. TIRF excitation was achieved using
the 568 nm emission from an argon-ion laser (Melles Griot) and
passed through the prism at an angle of incidence at the cover glasswater interface of less than the critical angle to achieve total
reflection, generating an evanescent wave approximately 100
nanometers into the sample medium. For bright field, the prism
precluded the use of a condenser. A Cool Snap FX cooled CCD
camera (Roper Scientific) controlled by SimplePCI (Compix Inc.)
software was used to record the time-lapse micrographs.

Cell Motility Analysis Platform (CellMAP)
CellMAP is a suite of Matlab, Mathematica, and C/C++/ObjC
command line programs designed to for the quantitative analysis
of cell motility [14,28]. Input to CellMAP is any high contrast,
time-lapse fluorescence sequence of a single cell whose boundary
lies entirely within every frame of the sequence (Fig. 1b). Outputs
include (but are not limited to): arc-length-parameterized contours
for each frame in the sequence, the normal velocity of the cell edge
as a function of space and time, the area of the cell as a function of
time, and a cross-correlation plot for the normal velocity as a
function of arc-length and time.

Segmentation and Normal Velocity Calculation (noVel)
The problem of cell segmentation for a time-lapse sequence of
TIRF images can be stated as follows: at each location i in a given
frame we observe an image pixel hi and wish to infer the
underlying scene pixel qi, where qi M{+,2} for pixels inside and
outside the cell, respectively. We work under a Gaussian noise
model where, given the qi9s, the hi9s are centered about class means
12
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m6 with class standard deviations s6, all of which must be inferred
from the data. We assume all pixels are independent and
identically distributed, with no spatial coupling between class
values at neighboring scene locations.
For each frame in the sequence we fit a two-component
Gaussian mixture model of the form


pðhi Þ ~ pN ðhi ; m{ ,s{ Þ z ð1{pÞN hi ; mz ,sz

where v(t,s) is the mean-subtracted membrane normal velocity as a
function of arc-length s and time t, Dt is the lag in time, Ds is the
lag in space, T is the maximum length of time in v(t,s) and S(t) is
the total arc-length in v(t,s) as a function of time. The modulus
function, mod(x,X), is used in the spatial coordinate to establish
periodic boundary conditions in the spatial dimension.
This correlation function compensates for changes in the total
contour length as the cell increases and decreases in area.
However, as it involves several explicit loops, it is also inherently
computationally expensive. Therefore, we made use of the
Wiener-Khinchin theorem that states that the auto-correlation
function is equivalent to the inverse Fourier transform of the
absolute value squared of the Fourier transform of a function. This
approach was orders of magnitude faster due to the speed gained
through using fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms on our
discrete data. However, as FFT requires rectangular matrices as
input, we sampled, via linear interpolation, a constant number of
points along the contour with respect to time. The drawback of
this approach is that one loses the ability to measure the spatial-lag
in terms of arc-length. For P0 and P2, where the contour-length
changes very little, we assigned the total length of the spatial-lag
axis as the average arc-length of the cell in that phase. Comparison
of results between the two-point and FFT based correlation
functions were practically identical. For P1, where the total arclength changes dramatically, length units are somewhat arbitrary
and were simply scaled between 0 and 1. In all cases, the
magnitude of the correlation function was normalized for unity at
zero-lag.

ð1Þ

to the distribution of pixel intensities (Fig. 1D) using Expectation
Maximization, an iterative, unsupervised learning algorithm [66].
With the qi9s, m6 and s6 now determined, a time-dependent
intensity threshold hðtÞ that satisfies






p qi ~ zh ~ h ~ ap qi ~ {h ~ h

ð2Þ

(for a user-specified a) is calculated. The inside of the cell is
segmented from the background and the resulting cell boundary
C(s,t) is parameterized by arc-length s(t).
The normal velocity of each point on C(s,t) is calculated from
gradients of the image data h(x(s,t),t) as


Lt hðx,tÞ { hðtÞ
vn ~
j+hðx,tÞj

ð3Þ

This is equivalent to the kinematic boundary condition in fluid
dynamics and a simpler case of the velocity inference problem often
addressed by optical flow methods [67,68]. The normal velocity as a
function of arc-length and time is displayed in a color-coded plot.
There are several advantages of the above method over
previously employed techniques [12,26]. Firstly, CellMAP automates cell segmentation, allowing for only one user-controlled
parameter, a, which has a mathematically principled and highly
interpretable origin: a pixel of intensity hðtÞ is a times as likely to
have been drawn from the foreground class than from the
background class; a controls the ‘‘tightness’’ of the contour. This
parameter applies across all frames, removing uncertainties and
fluctuations introduced by manual thresholding of individual
frames.
In addition, arc-length parameterization of the cell contour
enables one to analyze the non-convex morphologies encountered
in early spreading and highly polarized cells in which polar
coordinate descriptions fail due to multi-valued r(h,t) relations.
Finally, optical flow velocity calculation provides an accurate
measure of the normal velocity for all points on the cell boundary.
It should be noted that in highly anisotropic cells, the normal
direction often differs dramatically from the radial direction;
optical flow accurately captures normal velocity information for
such cells via image gradients in a computationally-efficient
manner without the need to explicitly construct local normal
vectors.

Force measurement with pillars
The preparation, characterization, and measurement of deflection of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pillars are described in detail
elsewhere [43,69]. The dimension of the PDMS pillars used here
was 2 mm in diameter, 3 mm center-to-center, and 6 mm in height.
The spring constant of the pillars was 13.7 nN/mm. Fibronectin
coating of pillars was achieved by immersing pillars in 10 mg/ml of
fibronectin solution for 2 hr at 37uC followed by washing with
DPBS. Then, cells were plated on the pillars to allow spreading in
the presence of serum. Time-lapse images of the pillars tips were
captured with a LUCPIanFI 406/0.60 air objective in bright-field
mode on an IX71 Olympus inverted microscope. A multipleparticle tracking program [43,69] was used to analyze the
displacement of the pillars. Systematic error was subtracted in
the calculation of the pillar deflection.

Supporting Information
Appendix S1 From an analysis of membrane edge velocities, we
estimate the kinetic constants of actin polymerization as a function
of Cytochalasin D.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.s001 (0.05 MB
DOC)
Dataset S1 Velocity vs. [CD] Part I. Part I of II. Velocity maps
of isotropic cells used in the CD spreading dependence studies.
The numbers above each plot indicates the cell ID # in our
database. The data for these velocity plots, area vs. time curves,
and sample algorithms for visualizing data are all accessible
through http://cellmap.cellmotion.org/.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.s002 (11.80 MB
TIF)

Correlation Analysis
We employed a two-point correlation function to quantify the
spatiotemporal patterns of protrusions and retractions in a cell.
The discrete form of the correlation function is given by
cðDt,DsÞ
TP
{ Dt maxðS ðtÞ,S
Pðt z DtÞÞ

~

t~1

s~1

Dataset S2 Velocity vs. [CD] Part II. Part II of II. Velocity
maps of isotropic cells used in the CD spreading dependence
studies. The numbers above each plot indicates the cell ID # in

vðt, mod ðs,S ðtÞÞ  vðt z Dt, mod ðs z Ds,S ðt z DtÞÞÞÞ ð4Þ

ðT{DtÞ 

T
P

maxðS ðtÞ,Sðt z DtÞÞ

t~1
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Movie S4 Spreading Traction Forces (Re: Figure 6). An array of
flexible pillars coated with 10 mg/ml of fibronectin is observed as a
mouse embryonic fibroblast spreads onto the surface. Frames were
collected every 30 seconds and the display rate is 10 frames per
second.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.s007 (0.95 MB
MOV)

our database. The data for these velocity plots, area vs. time
curves, and sample algorithms for visualizing data are all accessible
through http://cellmap.cellmotion.org/.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.s003 (4.99 MB TIF)
Movie S1 Cell Spreading (Re: Figure 1). A time-lapse of bright

field (red), TIRF (green) micrographs and their overlay (right)
shows an immortalized mouse embryonic fibroblast spreading
onto a fibronectin coated cover glass.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.s004 (6.25 MB
MOV)

VASP Recruitment During Blebbing (Re: Figure 7A).
TIRF time-lapse of bright field (left) GFP-VASP (center), and
merge (right) of a cell in P0. It is observed that VASP enrichment
in surface adhesions form during bleb protrusion and retraction.
Scale bar represents 10 mm.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.s008 (0.33 MB
MOV)

Movie S5

Movie S2 Velocity Map Analysis (Re: Figure 1). Our algorithms

calculate the contour position and the velocity in the direction of
the normal to the contour during spreading. The TIRF sequence
of an isotropic spreading cell with the contour position overlaid
illustrates our technique (left). Each point on the contour is colored
to represent the velocity in the direction of the normal to the cell
edge at that point (see Fig. 2 for color scale). By stretching out and
placing each contour in sequence, we generate the basic unit of
our quantitative analysis of cell motility, the velocity map (right).
The vertical bars indicate the progression of time. In order to
easily compare the TIRF sequence to the velocity maps, keep in
mind that the cut in the velocity surface occurs at the point
corresponding to the right-most point of the cell in the
corresponding TIRF image, and moving in the positive arc-length
direction on the velocity-map corresponds to moving clock-wise
around the cell edge in the micrograph.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.s005 (5.12 MB
MOV)

Movie S6 Multiple Motility Modules in P2 (Re: Figure 7C).

TIRF time-lapse of GFP-VASP (left), DIC (center), and merge
(right) of a cell in P2. Four motility modules, periodic contractions,
continuous protrusion, ruffling, and quiescence, can all be
observed. Scale bar represents 10 mm.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0003735.s009 (3.11 MB
MOV)
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